The Annual Board Meeting of Executive Estates of Boynton Beach Homeowners was held on January 27, 2009 at 7:30 pm. The meeting was a great success. The new board members were elected.

I am pleased to announce that I will continue to serve from Vice President to President. Steve Kawzlick from Director to Vice President, and a warm welcome to our new board members. Flavio Franco elected to the Tresurer position, Alan Neulander to Secretary, and James Taylor to Director.

Our former President Bob Moreno will still be active in numerous important functions that will assure the integrity of the community. Bob has been an important part of Citrus Glen for the past six years. To volunteer and be a part of the integrity and smooth day to day performance of this community is a vital asset to keep a very high standard of excellence.

I am looking forward to keep it going in the right direction. Please make a concerned effort to attend the meetings every last Tuesday of each month. Your input counts.

After all, this is our community, a reflection of your success.

Alan Mathews

Good News Stories

Yette Cohen of 186 Temple Ave., Grandson, Colin Norgeot, is touring with Disney on Ice. He is 20 and a figure skater. His mother, my daughter, just choreographed an Off Broadway show in New York and is now back in Cape Cod where she is choreographing Bye, Bye Birdie for the Harwich Theatre.

Article for Cape Experience October 3, 2008
On the ice with Disney by Ellen Petry Whallen
Think of all the stresses and challenges that go with skating professionally in front of thousands of fans. To complicate matters, add a bulky costume with a big character head limiting your vision, shifting your center of balance and restricting your breathing. Now step in the ice and do a double-axel into a flying camel perfectly on cue. This may seem daring and even impossible to you, but for Colin Norgeot, it’s his job.

The Brewster local, who just wrapped up a short break from the Disney on Ice tour, is a modest hard-working and well-balanced 20 year old. His current goal is to graduate from Curry College. To achieve this, he will be getting internship credit while skating professionally, during the tour.

Norgeot started skating when he was a pre-schooler at The Charles Moore Areana in Orleans, but did not focus seriously on it until he was 8. His parents, Terry and Greg Norgeot, supported his dream since they have fulfilled some of their own dreams on stage. “My parents met on tour while doing “My Fair Lady” off Broadway explained Norgeot. They helped their son strike a balance, attending school and working at a variety of jobs, such as teaching skating and scooping ice cream at their Orleans - based family business. They never let skating take over their son’s teenage years.

Norgeot’s fluid, majestic movement on ice and his winning smile, make him shine. Add his humble nature and his ability to connect with people, and Norgeot is a matter of balance, both on and off the ice.

Yette Cohen has much to be proud of...
A large problem that law enforcement and society encounter today is the scams that routinely occur. Much money is lost annually by people who are taken in by these scams. The persons who commit these crimes use personal contact, the telephone, the internet and sometimes the mail.

There are many different types of scams but they all result in the victim losing money. Sometimes the victim loses his or her life savings. Some examples of these scams are as follows:

The **bait and switch**; where something of value is shown to the victim, such as a large amount of money or a winning lottery ticket. The perpetrator(s) tell the victim they found the cash or valuable item. For some reason they cannot hold the money or item themselves and they tell the victim they look like a trustworthy person. They tell the victim he or she can share in the money or valuable item but the victim needs to give them some security in the form of cash and they will be given the money or valuable item to hold. After the money is given to the perpetrator(s) as security the victim is given the money or valuable item. The money or valuable item given to the victim is found to be worthless and the perpetrator(s) cannot be found.

The **lottery, inheritance or transfer of a large amount of money scams**; where the victim is contacted by phone, internet or mail advising them that they have won a lottery, inherited some money, or a large amount of money needs to be transferred somewhere and it will be done through the victims bank account. All the victim needs to do is send money to a location as security. The victim sends the money and never hears from the perpetrator(s) again.

The **bank theft scam**; where the victim is contacted by a “bank or federal official” (perpetrator(s) who tells the victim they are trying to catch a suspected thief who works at the bank where the victim has an account. The victim is asked to do something with the funds in their account so the suspected employee can be caught. The transfer of funds is completed and the victim finds the “bank or federal official” was a phony and the victim’s funds are gone.

There are many more scams and criminals are coming up with more every day. One of the newest is where the victim receives a phone call telling them a relative has been arrested and you must send money for their release. Another is where an e-mail is sent to the victim advising them the FBI is going to arrest them unless a certain amount of money is sent.

When someone asks you for money, ask questions and investigate it thoroughly. Talk to the police, State Attorney’s Office, State Attorney General’s Office, the Better Business Bureau, or other local, State, or Federal Law Enforcement agencies.

**DO NOT BE TRUSTING WHEN IT COMES TO GIVING SOMEONE YOUR MONEY WITHOUT RECEIVING SERVICES OR PRODUCTS FIRST.**

**REMEMBER, IF IT SOUNDS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE, IT PROBABLY IS!!!**

**FREE FUN! Bank of America offers FREE museum visits**

If you have an account at Bank of America, you will be able to visit over 70 museums across the U.S., on the first weekend of every month. In our area, participating museums are:

**Delray:**
Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens

**W. Palm:** S. Florida Science Museum

**Ft. Lauderdale:**
Museum of Art and Museum of Discovery and Science

**Miami:** Miami Art Museum.

For more information and a complete list of museums in states across the nation, go to: Bankofamerica.com/museums
Local & State
EMPLOYMENT /BUSINESS

Disability Services
Coalition for Independent Living ... 561-966-4288
Social Security .............................. 1800-772-1213
Florida Abuse Hotline ................. 1-800-963-2873
Furniture
St. Vincent De Paul ................. 56845-0562

Delray Beach Workforce Center .......... 292-6000
Department of Revenue .................... 640-2800
Medicaid Customer Service ....... 1-866-495-4295
Legal Aid Society .................. 655-8944
Boynton Beach City Water .......... 375-6300
Boynton Beach Police ................. 732-8116

Come Join Our Pool Exercise Class for some fun
Monday - Wednesday - Friday
9:00 am to 10:00 am
Contact Inez 732-1253

Trash Information

Monday regular garbage and bulk
Thursday regular garbage and recycle

Vegetation Residents may put out an unlimited quantity of vegetation in lengths not to exceed four feet (4”) in length, and/or four inches (4”) in diameter at the curb for pick up on their scheduled bulk trash day.

PRESIDENT’S DAY
MONDAY FEB 16TH
NORMAL PICKUP

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT COMPANY
MAILING ADDRESS
Gulfstream Services Management, Inc.
P.O. Box 24-4225, Boynton Beach, FL 33424-4225
Tel # 561 733 5550 Managers: Scott Straleau.
E-mail: scott@citrusglen.org
You may continue to use the website facility and it will forward to Scott

Hours at Citrus Glen
Tuesday and Thursday 9:00 to 11:00 A.M.

Please give your guests a card to get in the gate. It is only $10.00 and will save the gate from breaking permanently for the other homeowners.

POKER
Looking to find 6-7 people that would like to play Poker, dealers choice a friendly game that we rotate from home to home each week or every other week.
If you do, here is my number 561-818-5344 so they can contact me.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
call Yvette Cohen of 186 Temple Ave.
phone number is 737 3131

We need Short Stories, stories of interest
Should you want to make a contribution to the newsletter or would like to have some news made known, please feel free to contact Bonnie Valentino at Bonnievalentino@yahoo.com or 733-9302.
Financial Privacy Hints

Buy a $2 pen. All it takes to clean out your bank account is a signed check swiped from your outgoing mail and the chemical acetone commonly found in nail polish remover, says Frank W. Abagnale Jr., the former check forger and identity thief depicted by Leonardo DiCaprio in the movie Catch Me If You Can! It works like this: The crook steals outgoing paid bills from your mailbox and places a piece of cellophane tape over the front and back of your signature on the check. Then he or she places the check into a pan of nail polish remover for about 30 minutes which lifts anything that’s not printer’s ink, except for your tape-protected signature. The check is then blow-dried and flattened in a book, and the tape is carefully removed. Voilà! A blank check, signed by you.

Only one type of ink, the kind in gel pens is counterfeitproof to acetone or any other chemical used in “check washing.” “I recommend the uni-ball Gel Impact pen, which sells, for about $2 each at any office supply or chain store,” says Abagnale, who now consults law enforcement and corporations on the art of the steal. “I personally sign all my checks and important documents with one.”

Hire your own spy. One of the best ways to stop identity theft is to subscribe to a service that alerts you when anyone checks your credit rating or attempts to open a credit account by using your name. But make sure the service is quick about it. Many take a week or longer to notify you or send quarterly statements of this activity. “You need to know instantly,” says Abagnale.

He recommends the PrivacyGuard Enhanced program, which for a $119-a-year fee notifies you by e-mail immediately. “In the four years I’ve used this program, I’ve been amazed how often my credit has been checked by stores where I shop to companies I do business with.” For more information on PrivacyGuard, visit www.privacyguard.com or call 1-877-202-8828.

Borrow Ollie North’s shredder. Destroying documents before they’re thrown away can prevent vital information such as your Social Security and bank account numbers from falling into the hands of crooks who sift through your trash ... but only if you use the right type of shredder. “The most common shredder sold a straight-cut shredder only cuts the documents like ribbons; all that’s needed is to push these ribbons together to get your numbers,” says Abagnale, who adds that crooks will happily take the time to do this kind of puzzle work. “Spend the few extra dollars and get a ‘confetti,’ or cross-cut, shredder. It makes documents impossible to read.”